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We put
people first
At iGenius, we work as one team
towards one goal. Our team puts
their best into what they do,
so we built our work culture
around our people. We call it
working iGeniusly: here’s what
it means.

We put people first

We think talent is a great start,
but not an end. We created a work
environment where talented people
can thrive and let their passion
fill the workplace.
There is no great product without
a great team.
Teamwork, empathy and an agile
attitude are part and parcel
of our work culture.
Professional development is the
key to unlockl a team’s full
potential. We put time and budget
aside for regular training and
access to e-learning platforms.
A little flexibility can make
a big difference. We don’t have
to be chained to a desk to be
productive. Besides, there is life
outside work, isn’t there?

A scaleup
that thinks
like an
enterprise

Founded in 2016 by Uljan Sharka,
iGenius has been growing fast,
and it shows no signs of stopping.
Our leadership, which includes
executives who previously worked
for such tech giants as Apple,
Google, HPE and SAP, help us keep
our strategic goals clearly
in sight.
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Introducing
crystal
crystal is the first AI-powered
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crystal can learn from your
data, and has a talent for making
predictions and serving
up proactive advice.

Introducing crystal

An advisor,
not an assistant

The tech
behind crystal

crystal’s
application

crystal is more than an AI

With Fast Data Retrieval, crystal can

The potential applications
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Language Processing.

pharma, energy, and more.

Our story
so far

April 2019

In the first quarter of 2019,
iGenius’ scalability took a big step

November 2018

forward: we signed up three Fortune
500 clients in just a few months.

Our groundbreaking data intelligence
work with energy company, Enel,
scooped up the Digital Innovation

Award at top Italian tech fair, SMAU.

January 2018
iGenius was selected as a Google Cloud
Platform case study for top use of
Machine Learning, cloud technologies
and fast data retrieval.

February 2018

We became part of the Silicon Valley
Organization, which brings together
Silicon Valley businesses sharing
a vision for innovation.

September 2017

Our angel investors let us up
our game with a second round
of investment.

October 2017
iGenius was selected by
Facebook’s Accelerate program
for thriving startups.

February 2017

iGenius was selected to take part
in Startup Grind by Google for
Entrepreneurs in California, and named
as one of the top 8 startups by the
investor club.

September 2016

crystal beta was launched at TechCrunch
San Francisco. TechCrunch praised iGenius’

virtual advisor as the AI solution that
makes “digital marketing sexy”.

January 2016
We started out with a first investment
round to expand our team, technologies
and get us started on building crystal.

June 2016

From concept to early product:
crystal alpha was presented at Cannes
Lions Innovation and immediately signed up
such customers as Google, The Coca-Cola
Company, JWT, Dentsu and Mindshare.

Check Out Our Blog:
medium.com/ideas-at-igenius

Contact Us:
story@igenius.ai

